GCCATGGACACCACCAGGTACAG C GBP2   IDO1   IFIT5   TYMP   NOD2   HESX1   GBP4   PTGS2   IFI44   EPSTI1   TNFSF10   IFIH1   PDE4B   IFIT3   SP140   C1S   IFITM3   IL15   OASL   IL15RA   IRF1   IRF7   ISG15   FAM26F   GCH1   CRISPLD2   LIMK2   PLEKHG3   RTP4   NAMPT   CLEC4E   OAS2   OAS3   BATF2   RARRES3   ASPHD2   CXCL1   PSMB9   CD38   C5orf56   GRIN3A   RHOH   IFI44L   KLHDC7B   APOBEC3B   ISG20   C1R   SNX10   SOD2   AIM2   IFI27   STX11   TAP1   EMR1   USP30-AS1   IFITM1   ANKRD22   IL31RA   C4B   CLEC4D   ETV7   LAG3   VAMP5   UBD   CXCL10   CCL19   Supplementary Table 3 . List of genes determined to be associated with additional cell types present in the wound environment. This is not an exhaustive list of all cell types expressing these genes. Expression is coded as Y if any probe mapping to the gene has a mean expression in the described samples that is higher than the first quartile (25%) of expression across all samples present in the dataset. It is coded as N otherwise. In order to calculate a correlation coefficient for each gene and sample composition, the sum of the squares of the distance between each point and the line of best fit is compared to the null hypothesis that a flat horizontal line best fits the data, and the resulting ratio of the sum of square of distances from each point to the line of best fit and the horizontal line is subtracted from 1 to represent the R 2 value, and the square root represents the correlation coefficient.
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